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ELLIPTIC FLOW FLUCTUATIONSStanisªaw Mrówzy«skiA. Soªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Polande-mail: mrow�fuw.edu.plandInstitute of Physis, �wi�tokrzyska Aademy�wi�tokrzyska 15, 25-406 Kiele, Polandand Edward V. ShuryakDepartment of Physis and AstronomyState University of New York at Stony BrookStony Brook, NY 11794-3800, USAe-mail: shuryak�dau.physis.sunysb.edu(Reeived April 15, 2003)We suggest to perform systemati measurements of the ellipti �ow�utuations whih are sensitive to the early stage dynamis of heavy-ionollisions at high-energies. Signi�ant �ow �utuations are shown to begenerated due to the formation of topologial lusters and developmentof the �lamentation instability. The statistial noise and hydrodynami�utuations are also estimated.PACS numbers: 25.75.�q, 25.75.Ld, 24.60.Ky, 24.60.�k1. IntrodutionA high-energy ollision of heavy ions is often alled the Little Bang be-ause of its similarity to the osmologial Big Bang. Both phenomena areviolent explosions and both have attrated attention of experimentalists whohave gathered unpreedented amount of data, limited basially by the dataproessing tehnology. The experiments provided a lot of valuable infor-mation about the system's evolution. In partiular, small variation in thetemperature of bakground radiation have revealed mean dipole omponent,aused by the motion of the Solar System relative to the Big Bang heat bath.(4241)



4242 S. Mrówzy«ski, E.V. ShuryakTiny (� 10�5) �utuations on top of the dipole ontribution, whih havebeen reently deomposed into angular harmonis with l up to about 2000,show peaks due to frozen sound exited 15 billions of years ago. A studyof harmoni �utuations in the Little Bang may possibly reveal somethinginteresting like frozen modulations as well.One of the most spetaular experimental results obtained by now inrelativisti heavy-ion ollisions at RHIC is strong ellipti �ow quanti�ed bymean value of the seond angular harmonis v2 [1�5℄. The phenomenon,whih is sensitive to the ollision early stage [6℄ when the interation zoneis of the almond shape, is naturally explained within a hydrodynamis asa result of large density gradients [7�12℄. Sine, the hydrodynami desrip-tion is appliable for a system whih is in loal thermodynami equilibrium,the large ellipti �ow suggests a surprisingly short, below 1 fm= [13℄, equi-libration time whih is di�ult to reonile with dynami alulations, atleast those performed within the perturbative QCD, see e.g. [14℄, where theearly rapid expansion is loser to free streaming than to hydrodynami evo-lution. We note here that the hydrodynami model [15℄, whih assumes theequilibration of only transverse degrees of freedom, has appeared rather un-suessful in desribing the experimental data [1�5℄. There have also beenattempts [16,17℄ to explain the large ellipti �ow within models whih do notinvoke thermodynami equilibrium. Finally, at large transverse momentumpT = 2�10GeV the magnitude of v2 seem to be well desribed by the surfaeemission model [26℄.In suh a situation, it is ertainly desirable to look for experimental ob-servables whih an shed more light on the system dynamis at a ollisionearly stage. We propose to go beyond measuring the mean ellipti �ow mag-nitude, and study its (and higher harmonis, if it ever be possible) �utua-tions on the event-by-event basis1. To be spei�, we suggest to measure v2in every ollision and then to analyze the variane of v2. The �rst attempt ofsuh an measurement has been undertaken in a very reent study by STARCollaboration [3℄. The result is however rather inonlusive. Our aim hereis to motivate the work in order to improve experimental proedures.The ellipti �ow �utuations are shown to be sensitive even to somewhatexoti phenomena whih have been argued to our at the ollision earlystage. We onsider here the �lamentation instability [18�20℄ initiated due tothe strong momentum anisotropy of the parton system, and the generationand subsequent explosions of the topologial lusters [21℄. To detet thesedynamial phenomena of interest one needs, however, a reliable estimateof the usual �utuation. Therefore, a magnitude of the statistial noise is1 This is similar idea to the above mentioned measurement of the angular �utuationsof T . In osmology, there is, of ourse, only one event but one an study angular�utuations in various regions of the sky.



Ellipti Flow Flutuations 4243disussed in detail. We take into aount the interferene of various Fourierharmonis and �nite resolution of the reation plane reonstrution. Wealso study the �utuations aused by the impat parameter and partilemultipliity variation.2. Formulation of the problemTwo methods have been developed to quantify the elliptiity, as well ashigher harmonis, in the azimuthal angle distribution. One possibility isto work diretly with the orrelation funtions of 2, 4, 6 or even more par-tiles [22, 23℄. Then, only the relative emission angles of partiles matterand there is no need to determine a diretion of the impat parameter  R.Using the umulants, one an partially eliminate detetor e�ets, and on-sequently even detetors with relatively small aeptane an be used. Theresulting Fourier oe�ients inlude, however, not only the e�ets assoi-ated with the elliptiity of events but are ontaminated by any 2-, 4-, or, ingeneral, n-body orrelations aused by resonanes, jets, quantum statistiset. However, it is hoped that these non�ow orrelations are dominated bythe two-body e�ets and thus the genuine four-partile orrelations providerather lean information about the �ow. Going to the six-partile orrela-tions, the proedure an be further improved.In our onsiderations, we will refer to another method [24, 25℄, whihwas formulated earlier and is usually alled a standard one. The methodfouses on the angular distributions relative to diretion of the impat pa-rameter. The experimental proedure splits in two steps whih should beas independent from eah other as possible. In the �rst step, one uses allavailable multi-body information about an event in order to determine theimpat parameter diretion  R. In the seond step, one onstruts the dis-tribution of the azimuthal angle relative to  R of �seleted partiles� andone omputes the Fourier oe�ients. The sets of partiles used at thesetwo steps are di�erent from eah other, and we will all their numbers asMand N , respetively. In order to redue non-�ow orrelations, the partilesof both sets (subevents) are usually separated by a rapidity gap. They arestill orrelated by the �ow beause the diretion of the impat parameter  Ris a global feature of an event, like the magnitude of the impat parameteritself2. In pratie, it is desired to use the umulant and standard method si-multaneously. Comparing the results, one an eventually separate the ��ow�(global orrelation between all seondaries) from �loal orrelations� involv-2 In priniple, the impat parameter magnitude an be reonstruted from 2-, 4-, 6-,. . . , n-partile orrelators. However, it would be very di�ult and presumably ratherinaurate method. Using total multipliity or forward alorimeter signal does thejob very well.



4244 S. Mrówzy«ski, E.V. Shuryaking a few partiles only. Suh a omparison made by STAR [3℄ has shownthat unless one goes to high pT or very entral ollisions, the �ow dominatesand 2-body orrelations ontribute to v2 obtained from the standard methodonly at the 10�15 % level.Sine the one-partile distribution in a single event an be written asP (�) = 12� "1 + 2 1Xn=1 vnos(n(��  R))#�(�)�(2� � �) ; (1)the n-th Fourier amplitude is determined asvn = os(n(��  R)) ;with � � � denoting averaging over one-partile distribution in a single event.The reation plane is never reonstruted preisely and the real reationplane angle  R deviates from the estimated angle  E. One observes thatvn = 1Rn os(n(��  E)) ;where Rn � os(n( R �  E)) is the reation plane resolution fator.Let us now think about the ensemble of events with every event rep-resenting a single nuleus�nuleus ollision. The angular harmonis vn aremeasured for eah event. It should be stressed that this is not only the angle R (and  E) whih varies form event to event but the amplitudes of Fourierharmonis an also vary due to dynamial reasons. Aording to [25℄, theaverage over events of the harmoni's amplitude is not de�ned ashvni def= *os(n(��  E))Rn + ; (2)but hvni def= Dos(n(��  E))EhRni ; (3)where h� � �i denotes averaging over events. Sine the proedure of deter-mining the angle  E is arranged to be maximally independent from that ofomputing of Dos(n(��  E))E, it is expeted that the event averaging ofRn and of os(n(��  E)) are independent from eah other. If so,*os(n(��  E))Rn + = � 1Rn�Dos(n(��  E))E � Dos(n(��  E))EhRni ;



Ellipti Flow Flutuations 4245where the approximate equality holds if the resolution fator os(n( R� E))does not muh vary from event to event. Thus, the de�nitions (2), (3)are approximately equivalent to eah other, provided  R is reonstrutedsu�iently well (whih requires M � 1).While the de�nition (2) an be uniquely extended to the seond moment,there is an ambiguity how to generalize the de�nition (3). Therefore, wede�ne hv2ni def= 1hRni2Dos(n(��  E))2E ;and the �utuations asVar(vn) def= hv2ni � hvni2= 1hRni2 �Dos(n(��  E))2E� Dos(n(��  E))E2� ; (4)where hRni2 enters as a multipliative fator. However, Rn generates event-by-event �utuations of observed vn. To see the e�et, let us onsider thesingle-partile azimuthal distribution in a given event of the form (1) withthe amplitudes vn being exatly the same in all events. Then, hvni = vn butVar(vn) = hR2ni � hRni2hRni2 v2n :Thus, the �utuations of Rn ontribute to Var(vn). We will often use thesymbol Ævn �pVar(vn).In the following setions, we will fous our attention on the seond har-monis and onsider several soures of the v2 �utuations.3. Statistial noiseWe start our disussions of the �utuations of v2 with those aused bythe �nite number N of partiles whih are used at the step 2 of the stan-dard method when the Fourier amplitudes are determined. We assume herethat vn do not hange from event to event. We also assume that the onlyorrelations in the system are those due to the �ow. Then, the azimuthaldistribution of N partiles is a produt of N single partile distributions.Namely, PN (�1; �2; � � � ; �N ) = PNP (�1) P (�2) � � � P (�N ) ;where PN is the multipliity distribution while all distributions P (�i) aregiven by Eq. (1). The single partile distributions P (�i) are orrelated toeah other beause of the ommon angle  R.



4246 S. Mrówzy«ski, E.V. ShuryakIn a single event, the elliptiity is found asv2 = 1R2 1N NXi=1 os(2(�i �  E)) ;where �i is the azimuthal angle of i-th partile and N is the event's mul-tipliity. Aording to the de�nition (3) the ensemble average of v2 thenequals hv2i = 1hR2i * 1N NXi=1 os(2(�i �  E))+= 1XN=1PN 1N 2�Z0 d�1P (�1) 2�Z0 d�2P (�2)� � � 2�Z0 d�NP (�N ) NXi=1 os(2(�i �  E))= v2 : (5)We note that the event-by-event averaging of R2 and of os(2(�i � E)) areassumed to be independent from eah other.The seond moment ishv22i = 1hR2i2* 1N NXi=1 os(2(�i �  E))!2+
= 1hR2i2 1XN=1PN 1N2 2�Z0 d�1P (�1) 2�Z0 d�2P (�2)� � � 2�Z0 d�NP (�N ) NXi=1 os(2(�i �  E))!2= 1hR2i2��12+12 v4 �2hR22i�1��D 1N E+v22hR22iDN�1N E� : (6)It has been found in Au�Au ollisions at RHIC [3℄ that hv4i � hv2i whilehv2i reahes the value of about 0.07 for rather peripheral ollisions. Takingthese numbers into aount, we estimate the �utuations of v2 asVar(v2) = 12hR2i2hNi + hv2i2 hR22i � hR2i2hR2i2 ; (7)



Ellipti Flow Flutuations 4247where we have also assumed that hNi � 1 and that the multipliity �utu-ations are small.The seond term in r.h.s of Eq. (7) depends on the number of partilesM used to determine the impat parameter diretion. Sine M is usuallyrather large, we assume in aord with [3℄ that R2 does not muh deviatefrom unity. Then, as argued in [24, 25℄, we havehR2i = hos(2( R �  E))i � 1� h( R �  E)2i � 1� a2hMi ; (8)where the parameter a depends on the type of weights whih are applied. Anatual value of a is irrelevant for our onsiderations. Using the argumentswhih lead us to the result (8), one �ndshR22i = hos2(2( R �  E))i � 1� 2h( R �  E)2i � 1� ahMi :Thus, hR22i � hR2i2 � hMi�2. Sine the number of partiles used to deter-mine the reation plane is larger or at least similar to that whih is involvedin �nding v2, we onlude that the seond term in r.h.s of Eq. (7) an benegleted. Thus, we �nally estimate the statistial noise asÆv2 = 1hR2ip2hNi : (9)As an extra hek, we have performed a Monte Carlo simulation of fakeevents withN partiles generated aording to P (�)�(1+2v2os(2(�� R))).The obtained variation of v2 is, of ourse, in full agreement with the expres-sion given above.In the subsequent setions, we disuss physial phenomena whih leadto the �utuations of v2 di�erent than those desribed by Eq. (9), i.e. orig-inating from true event-by-event �utuations of �ow.4. Impat parameter and multipliity �utuationsAs already noted, the observed ellipti �ow is naturally desribed in thehydrodynami model [7�12℄. Therefore, are going to disuss here how largeare the �utuations of v2 within the hydrodynamis. One should distinguishthe �utuations due to the varying impat parameter and those due to thethermodynami �utuations at �xed ollision geometry. We start with theformer ones.As well known, hv2i strongly depends on the ollision impat parameter b.In the ase of Au�Au ollisions at RHIC at psNN = 130 GeV, the depen-dene has been parameterized [3℄ ashv2i = a1b+ a2b2 + a33 + a4b4 + a5b5 + a6b6 ; (10)



4248 S. Mrówzy«ski, E.V. Shuryakwhere b is measured in fm and a1=�3:94�10�4, a2=2:1�10�3, a3=�7:06�10�5, a4=�3:2�10�5, a5=3:58�10�6, and a6=�1:17�10�7. The para-meterization assumes that hv2i vanishes for b=0 and for b > bmax=14:7 fm.The v2 �utuations due to the varying impat parameter an be esti-mated by the formula Æv2 = dhv2id b Æb :The impat parameter �utuations are, in priniple, measurable throughthe observation of multipliity of partiipating nuleons Np whih in turn isontrolled by the ollision trigger onditions. Then, Æb an be realulatedinto ÆNp. Adopting the linear dependeneNp = 2Z �1� bbmax� ;where Z = 79 is the number of protons in a gold nuleus, one gets theformulaÆv2 = �a1 + 2 a2b+ 3 a23 + 4 a4b3 + 5 a5b4 + 6 a6b5� bmax2Z ÆNp : (11)We note that for b � 10 fm where the �ow is maximal the v2 �utuations dueto the impat parameter variation vanish beause the derivative dhv2i=db isthen zero. For b = 5 fm where hv2i � 0:03, Eq. (11) gives Æv2 � 8�10�4 ÆNpwhih should be ompared to the statistial noise (9). For b = 5 fm,ÆNp = 30 and hNi = 500, the magnitude of the v2 �utuations aused bythe impat parameter variation is approximately equal to that of statistialnoise. Thus, not only the statistial noise but also the entrality �utua-tions must be subtrated from the measured v2 �utuations to observe thedynamial �utuations of interest.Let us now onsider the �utuations of v2 due to the variation of thermo-dynami parameters. The most important are presumably the multipliity�utuations. Here, we present some general formulas, onsidering an exam-ple of non-statistial �utuations of multipliity in the next setion. (Wefollow a similar analysis [21℄ of the mean pT event-by-event �utuations dueto radial �ow �utuations.) We assume here that the multipliity of pro-dued partiles is not diretly used to determine the ollision entrality. Insuh a ase the predited v2 �utuations ould be signi�antly redued.The �utuations of v2 an be estimated asÆv2 = dhv2idhNi ÆN ;whih an be rewritten in the form



Ellipti Flow Flutuations 4249Æv2hv2i = ÆNhNiPh ; (12)where the index Ph (the e�etive power) isPh � dlnhv2idlnhNi = hNihv2i dhv2idhNi ;with h denoting a hadron speies used to determine v2. We note that STARollaboration has already reported the data on v2 for �;K;Ks; p; � [2℄. The�rst stohasti fator in Eq. (12) is the relative multipliity �utuation whihdrives the �utuations of v2, while the seond dynamial fator Ph shows howa hange in entropy transfers into v2. Ph is obviously di�erent for variousseondary hadron speies whih an be used to test the idea further.Assuming the poissonian harater of multipliity �utuations, Eq. (12)an be rewritten as Æv2 = hv2ipN Ph : (13)The value of the index Ph an be estimated within the hydrodynamis.The alulations presented in [11℄ for EoS LH8 show that hanging dN=dyfrom 200 to 400 leads to the inrease of v2 for pions from 0.028 to about0.04 in a good agreement with NA49 and STAR data, see Fig. 24 in [11℄.Reading a logarithmi slope from that �gure, we �nd P� � 0:4, whih willbe used below3.Comparing Eqs. (9) and (13), one �nds that the ratio of the hydro-dynami �utuations to the statistial noise is p2 hR2ihv2iPh whih forhR2i = 0:6, hv2i = 0:07 [3℄ and Ph = 0:4 is 0.02. The e�et is indeedrather small. However, as disussed in Se. 3, the magnitude of the sta-tistial noise an be well ontrolled, and onsequently, the hydrodynami�utuations seem to be detetable.5. Flutuations indued by luster formationIn general, luster prodution indue event-by-event �utuations of loalmultipliity or dN=dy larger than pure statistial noise, simply beause thenumber of lusters is smaller than the number of partiles. The estimates,3 P. Kolb was kind enough to provide the results for pions and nuleons from hisversion of hydrodynamis, and the indies turned out to be three times smaller,P� � 0:12; Pp � 0:13. These number, however, are a�eted by some artifats of thefreeze-out approximations used, espeially for low (SPS) energies. As a result, thereis a non-monotonous dependene of v2 versus dN=dy with a minimum, reduing theindex. We note that a ompilation of the AGS-SPS-RHIC data show a monotonousrise, as found in [11℄.



4250 S. Mrówzy«ski, E.V. Shuryakwhih we will give, follow ordinary statistial arguments, assuming thatthe luster prodution happens in statistially independent way. This isjusti�ed by the observation that they all appear at di�erent loations in thetransverse plane, and also that they depend on spei� hadroni and vauumon�gurations at the moment of the ollision. The original presentation ofthe idea that lusters should lead to observable event-by-event �utuationsof �ows has been made by one of us at the 2001 CERN workshop [29℄.Experimentally, existene of strong lustering of produed seondaries inp�p ollisions has been known sine 2-body orrelation funtion was mea-sured at ISR long time ago. To our knowledge, however, preise propertiesof suh lusters have been never really explained or well quanti�ed. Asa relatively reent example of the luster study, we refer to Fermilab experi-ment [33℄ where high multipliity �p�p ollisions have been analyzed with theonlusion that the average harged multipliity per luster is about 4. A sin-gle isolated luster is produed in the so-alled Pomeron�Pomeron proess.Another example is provided by a reent analysis of the old UA8 data [34℄,showing prodution of lusters of 3�5 GeV mass. It was further shown thatsuh lusters, with mass up to 5 GeV, deay isotropially in their rest frame4.Understanding of suh lusters is very important to larify a long-standingproblem of �soft Pomeron� dynamis.As a theoretial motivation, we suggest topologial luster formation inheavy-ion ollisions. Inhomogeneous struture of the QCD vauum, withrelatively dilute gas of instantons, results in also dilute set of topologiallusters arising at the ollision early stage when the system is promptlyexited, from virtual to real lassial �elds. For more disussion of theseideas, spei� formulas and original referenes, see reent paper by one ofus [21℄ and some subsequent works [27,28℄ where the luster prodution anddeay into gluons and quarks is disussed. For the purpose of this paper,it is enough to know that suh a luster, a QCD sphaleron, is like a heavyresonane whih is expeted to deay into about 3 gluons and 6 quarks andantiquarks. In p�p those should hadronize into spei� �nal states, while inheavy ion ase these partons are absorbed by the �reball and simply inreasethe loal entropy density. This should ause event-by-event �utuations ofradial �ow [21℄ as well as of ellipti �ow we disuss in this note.Let us now quantify partile number �utuations aused by the lusterformation. As previously, N denotes partile multipliity in a given pT andy window and Nl is the number of hadrons whih an be attributed to theluster deays. With N0 we denote the hadron multipliity from all soures4 Unfortunately, the UA2 detetor, whih was used to ollet the data, was just a simplealorimeter, and we do not know anything about the struture of these lusters or evenmean multipliities. RHIC detetors and espeially STAR an do a lot of lari�ationin p�p mode, provided proper triggers are implemented.



Ellipti Flow Flutuations 4251di�erent than the topologial lusters. Then, the relative �utuation of thepartile multipliity an be written asÆNhNi = hN0ihNi ÆN0hN0i + hNlihNi ÆNlhNli :Now, we assume that the �utuations of both the luster number nl andN0 are poissonian, i.e.Ænlhnli = 1phnli ; ÆN0hN0i = 1phN0i ;and that every luster provides k hadrons (Nl = k nl). Then, the relative�utuation of the hadron number isÆNhNi = 1phNi �p1� f +pfk� ; (14)where f � hNli=hNi denotes the fration of �nal state hadrons produeddue to the luster formation.Assuming that the luster prodution alone is ompletely responsiblefor the p�p ross growth with the ollision energy, one obtains the upperbound 5 on luster prodution in Au�Au [35℄. Adopting the saling from p�pto Au�Au with the number of hard ollisions, it was estimated in [35℄ thatup to roughly 70 lusters per unit rapidity, dnl=dy � 70, an be produedaround y = 0 in entral Au�Au ollisions at RHIC. This estimate, in turn,leads to an (upper limit) on luster-related entropy of about half of the totalvalue, and onsequently of about half of the total multipliity (f � 0:5).Keeping in mind that dN=dy � 550, one gets k � 4. Inserting these numbersinto Eq. (14), we �nd that the formation and subsequent deays of lustersan (maximally) double the multipliity �utuations when ompared to thepoissonian �utuations.Using Eq. (12), one immediately translates the multipliity �utuationsinto the �utuations of v2. Sine, the lusters an even double ÆN=hNi,the same holds for Æv2=hv2i. One we have onluded Se. 4 that thehydrodynami �utuations seem to be measurable, we laim here that thereis a hane to detet the �utuation growth due to the luster formation.However, it should stressed that the prodution and subsequent deay of thelusters an be observed diretly studying the multipliity �utuations.5 This is an upper bound beause nulear modi�ation of the struture funtions isignored. The realisti number is presumably fator 2 or so smaller.



4252 S. Mrówzy«ski, E.V. Shuryak6. Flutuations indued by �lamentation instabilityWhen the momentum distribution of partons is strongly elongated in onediretion, say along the z i.e. beam axis, the neutral system has a tendenyto split into the �laments along z with the urrent �owing in the opposite di-retions in neighboring �laments. The reason is as follows: one the urrentsin the system our, they generate the (hromo-)magneti �eld, osillatingin the diretion perpendiular to the beam axis, and the Lorentz fore atsbak on the harges whih form the urrents. It appears that the urrentsget foused and the urrent magnitude grows. This is the �lamentationinstability [30℄ whih have been studied in the ontext of ultrarelativistiheavy-ion ollisions in [18�20℄.The breakdown of the azimuthal symmetry of the system due to theinstability development gives a hane to observe it experimentally. It hasbeen argued [18�20℄ that the instability growth leads to the energy transportalong the wave vetor whih oinides with the Poynting vetor of the gener-ated hromodynami �eld. Consequently, one expets signi�ant a variationof the transverse energy as a funtion of the azimuthal angle.Here we point another, presumably more realisti, possibility to detetthe olor �lamentation. When the instability grows the trajetories of hargepartiles are foused in the enters of the �laments. Therefore, aording tothe Liouville theorem the distribution of the momentum perpendiular tothe �laments, say along the x-axis, has to expand to onserve the phase spaevolume. The quantum mehanial ounterpart of the argument relies on theunertainty relation: one the partiles are loalized within the �lamentstheir transverse momentum has to widen to the inverse �lament thiknessmultiplied by ~. Below, we quantify this quantum mehanial reasoning.It should be learly stated that the olletive motion aused by the in-stability development is not orrelated with the reation plane and it hasnothing to do with the hydrodynami �ow. As suh it would be alleda �non-�ow� e�et. However, the �lamentation generates a �nite value of v2and it ontributes to its �utuations. So, let us onsider the phenomenon inmore detail.Let the wave vetor of the �lamentation mode (k) be oriented along thex-axis. Then, the single partile wave funtion desribing the transversedegrees of freedom is the form (x; y) � exp ��x2 + y24R2 � os(kx+ �) ; (15)where R is the system transverse radius. To simplify further analysis weput the phase � equal to zero. Then, as we will see, odd harmonis of theazimuthal distribution vanish due to the mirror symmetry of the wave fun-



Ellipti Flow Flutuations 4253tion (15). Performing the Fourier transform of (15), one gets the momentumdistribution as P (px; py) = ��� e (px; py)���2 � e�2R2(p2x+p2y)� he4R2pxk + e�4R2pxk + 2i : (16)Sine px = p os� and py = p sin�, the distribution (16) provides the az-imuthal distribution of the formP (�) = 1Z0 dp pP (p os�; p sin�)� 1Z0 dp p e�2R2p2he4R2pk os� + e�4R2pk os� + 2i : (17)Negleting the Jaobian p in Eq. (17), the integral over momentum an beperformed analytially and the result readsP (�) � he2R2k2 os2� + 1i : (18)The distribution (18) gets a partiularly simple form when the �lamentthikness is muh smaller than the system size. Then, Rk � 1 andP (�) = 12(� � 1) �1� Æ ��� �2�� Æ��� 3�2 �� : (19)Using the distribution (19), one �ndsv2 = 1� � 1 : (20)The value of v2 is rather large. A realisti value of v2 is presumably sig-ni�antly smaller beause not all partiles produed in a given event wouldpartiipate in a olletive motion aused the instability development. Theolletive motion should be also onvoluted with the thermal one. Thus,the e�et of �lamentation must be diluted. An appearane of the instabil-ity in the system is not a deterministi but a random proess. Therefore,we expet that there are ollisions with and without the instability. Conse-quently, v2 varies between zero and maximal value (20). Thus, we expetlarge �utuations of v2.



4254 S. Mrówzy«ski, E.V. ShuryakIt should be also stressed here that there are spei� distintive featuresof the olletive �ow and the �ow �utuations due to the �lamentation.First of all we note that in ontrast to hydrodynamially generated v2, the�ow aused by the instability development does not vanish at zero impatparameter. Thus, one should look for �lamentation in maximally entralollisions. It is also expeted that partiles with small pT are partiularlysensitive the olletive motion of interest.7. Final remarksThe aim of this paper is to advoate usefulness of the �ow �utuationanalysis in revealing of the early stage dynamis of heavy-ion ollisions. Wehave shown that even rather exoti phenomena an be studied in this way.Those presented should be, of ourse, treated only as examples motivatingthe measurements, and simple order-of-magnitude estimates.Sine v2 is experimentally determined on the event-by-event basis any-way, the proposed �utuation measurement presumably does not requiremuh additional e�orts. However, an auray of the measurements shouldbe improved. Studying the �ow �utuations as a funtion of partile mul-tipliity one an hek whether Æv2 sales like 1=phNi, whih is a hara-teristi feature of statistial noise. If not we deal with nontrivial dynamial�utuations. However, before suh a onlusion is ahieved one has to prop-erly subtrat the �utuations due to the impat parameter variation. Wenote that these �utuations an be onstrained by the ollision trigger on-dition and that the �utuations due to impat parameter vanish around themaximal �ow where dhv2i=db = 0.To disentangle various �utuation soures, the data should be analyzedin a broad interval of impat parameters and varying aeptane windows.Fortunately, the mehanisms of interest ontribute di�erently to Æv2. In par-tiular, the luster e�et is expeted to be the largest for most peripheralevents, while that of the �lamentation for the most entral ones. It wouldbe also desirable to study ellipti �ow �utuations simultaneously with �u-tuations of partile multipliity and other ollision harateristis.At the end, we mention one more supplementary method [31℄ to studythe azimuthal �utuations whih seems to be partiularly useful to detetnon-�ow orrelations. The method, whih uses the so-alled �-measure of�utuations [32℄, does not require the reation plane reonstrution and anbe rather easily applied to experimental data. The measure is sensitiveto various soures of dynamial orrelations and the integrated informationprovided by � an be ombined with that o�ered by the Fourier analysis[24, 25℄. Sine all Fourier harmonis ontribute to � one an hek whetherthe measured harmonis saturate the observed value of �.
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